Free Airport Transfers in Paris when Booking with Paris Rez
PARIS-REZ is the only hotel reservation website in Paris offering such offer. A good
opportunity for travelers who plan to stay in Paris in the next months.
October 13, 2011 (FPRC) -- Book a hotel room has become easy thanks to the Internet. The
competition is tough when you do not call Expedia or Booking.com. Especially when you specialize
in a single city. Hoteliers distribute their rates and availability through a central booking engine.
This has the consequence that the rates are similar from one website to another for the same hotel.
So how to make a difference when you're a small website ?
PARIS-REZ is a website of online hotel reservation specialist in PARIS with a portfolio of over 300
hotels of different categories. Paris-Rez innovates regularly to provide additional services. For
example, PARIS-REZ was one of the first site to allow the selection of a hotel based on the metro
station nearest you. This is very handy when you do not know the city. It was quickly imitated by
competitors.
Assuming that the rates are similar regardless of the site - large or small, PARIS-REZ offers
additional benefits. PARIS-REZ launched Operation Free airport transfer for bookings greater than
or equal to 999 euros.
The driver of a privatized vehicle (from 1 to 8 people) waiting for you at the airport to take you
directly to your hotel. What comfort and pleasure after a long flight !
So you can of course book your hotel in Paris on another famous website but for the same price and
the same hotel, you will have a free airport transfer to or from the airport by choosing PARIS-REZ.
It's the magic of the Internet: find great deals and enjoy.
Must still have access to good information.
Contact Information
For more information contact Olivier de GEFFRIER of PARIS REZ (http://www.paris-rez.net)
+33 (0)603177372
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